#1 MOROCCO TOURS FROM CASABLANCA

TOURS & TOUBKAL EXPERIENCE LIMITED

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK

www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com  +212666494954
Recommended Morocco Tours from Casablanca (Imperial cities tours).

- 4-day Casablanca to Toubkal trek
- 4-day Casablanca to Merzouga Tour
- 5-day Atlas Mountains & Toubkal trek
- 5-day Casablanca Desert Tour
- 8-day South Morocco Desert Tour
- 8-day Casablanca Imperial Cities Tour
- 10-day Morocco Atlas & Sahara Tour
- 12-day Morocco Imperial cities Tour
- Personalised Morocco Tours

"Morocco Tours-Toubkal Trek" is a genuine and dependable travel company with highly experienced Mountain, City, and Desert guides.
4-DAY TOUR FROM CASABLANCA INCLUDING 2-DAY ATLAS TOUBKAL TREK WITH LOCAL IMLIL GUIDES

We offer a four-day Atlas Toubkal journey from Casablanca to Imlil, beginning with a pickup from your hotel and traveling towards the Atlas Mountains.

- **DAY 1. CASABLANCA - MARRAKECH - IMLIL**
- **DAY 2. IMLIL - TOUBKAL REFUGE**
- **DAY 3. REFUGE - TOUBKAL SUMMIT - IMLIL**
- **DAY 4. IMLIL - MARRAKECH - CASABLANCA**

Casablanca Tour Includes:
Hotel pick up / drop off, Transfers Casablanca to Imlil and back, Local English-speaking guide, Cook to prepare the meals, Muleteers, and mules for luggage, Meals on the trek (lunches, dinner, breakfast), Bottled mineral water during the trek, Accommodations for the tour.

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK
https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com   +212 666494954
4-DAY SOUTH MOROCCO TOUR FROM CASABLANCA TO SAHARA DESERT AND MARRAKECH

We provide exclusive trip departing from your hotel and traveling to Rabat, we visit Meknes and Volubilis, as well as the medina in Fes, and you spend the night in Sahara desert.

- DAY 1. CASABLANCA - RABAT - FES MEDINA
- DAY 2. FES - MIDEILT - CAMEL TRIP MERZOUGA
- DAY 3. MERZOUGA - TODGHA - DADES VALLEY
- DAY 4. DADES - OUARZAZATE - MARRAKECH

Casablanca Private Tour Includes:
Hotel pick up / drop off, All Private transfers, Local English-speaking driver & guides, Dinners & Breakfast, Accommodations for the tour, Camel trek, and night in camp.

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK
https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com   +212 666494954
5-DAY MOROCCO ATLAS TREK FROM CASABLANCA WITH 2-DAY TOUBKAL TREK

Spend five days hiking and trekking in the High Atlas Mountains, culminating on the summit of Mount Toubkal, North Africa's and Morocco's highest peak.

- DAY 1. CASABLANCA - MARRAKECH - IMLIL
- DAY 2. IMLIL TREK - TOUBKAL REFUGE
- DAY 3. TREK TO TOUBKAL - IMLIL
- DAY 4. IMLIL - MARRAKECH
- DAY 5. MARRAKECH - CASABLANCA

Casablanca Tour & Trek Includes:
Hotel pick up / drop off, Transfers Casablanca to Imlil and back, Local English-speaking guide, Cook to prepare the meals, Muleteers, and mules for luggage, Meals on the trek (lunches, dinner, breakfast), Bottled mineral water during the trek, Accommodations for the tour.

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK
https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com   +212 666494954
DESSERT TOUR FROM CASABLANCA 5 DAYS TOWARDS SAHARA DESERT AND MARRAKECH

We are a Moroccan tourism company located in Imlil, with 15+ years of experience. Our company enables you to choose the best tours and travels across Morocco.

- DAY 1. CASABLANCA - RABAT - FES MEDINA
- DAY 2. FES GUIDED WALKING TOUR
- DAY 3. FES - MERZOUGA DESERT
- DAY 4. MERZOUGA - TODGHA - DADES VALLEY
- DAY 5. DADES - AIT BENHADDOU - MARRAKECH

Casablanca Private Tour Includes:
Hotel pick up / drop off, All Private transfers, Local English-speaking driver & guides, Dinners & Breakfast, Accommodations for the tour, Camel trek, and night in camp.

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK
https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com  +212 666494954
CASABLANCA WOMAN ONLY TOURS
8-DAY PRIVATE MOROCCO IMPERIAL CITIES TOUR FROM CASABLANCA

Whether arranging trips to meet the needs of individual clients or to satisfy the requirements of groups with special areas of interest, our accomplished team always endeavors to make every trip a tremendous one.

- DAY 1. CASABLANCA ARRIVAL
- DAY 2. CASABLANCA - MEKNES - VOLUBILIS - FES
- DAY 3. FES GUIDED TOUR WITH LOCAL GUIDE
- DAY 4. FES TO RABAT
- DAY 5. RABAT - CASABLANCA - MARRAKECH
- DAY 6. MARRAKECH WALKING EXCURSION
- DAY 7. MARRAKECH - EL JADIDA
- DAY 8. AIRPORT TRANSFER CASABLANCA

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK
https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com  +212 666494954
8-DAY MOROCCO DESERT TOUR FROM CASABLANCA TO EXPLORE SOUTH MOROCCO

Our Morocco Casablanca to desert packages includes the best destinations as Erg Chebbi desert, Chigaga sightseeing and stays at luxury camps and traditional riads.

- DAY 1. CASABLANCA - RABAT - FES
- DAY 2. FES WALKING TOUR
- DAY 3. FES - MIDDLET - MERZOUGA DESERT
- DAY 4. MERZOUGA DESERT EXCURSION
- DAY 5. MERZOUGA - DADES - OUARZAZATE
- DAY 6. OUARZAZATE - AIT BENHADDOU - MARRAKECH
- DAY 7. MARRAKECH CITY TOUR
- DAY 8. MARRAKECH - CASABLANCA

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK

https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com  +212 666494954
10-DAY MOROCCO TOUR FROM CASABLANCA TO DISCOVER THE REAL MOROCCO WITH LOCALS

With a local guide, you will explore the best places in Morocco on our adventure tour from Casablanca. The tour includes pick-up and drop-off, accommodation and best experience.

- DAY 1. CASABLANCA ARRIVAL
- DAY 2. CASABLANCA - CHEFCHAOUEN
- DAY 3. CHEFCHAOUEN - FES
- DAY 4. FES WALKING TOUR
- DAY 5. FES - MIDE LT - MERZOUGA DESERT
- DAY 6. MERZOUGA DESERT EXCURSION
- DAY 7. MERZOUGA - TODRA - OUARZAZATE
- DAY 8. OUARZAZATE - MARRAKECH
- DAY 9. MARRAKECH GUIDED EXCURSION
- DAY 10. MARRAKECH - CASABLANCA

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK

https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com  +212 666494954
12-DAY MOROCCO TOUR FROM CASABLANCA TO DISCOVER THE REAL MOROCCO WITH LOCALS

Learn about the lively culture and colorful backdrops that are uniquely Moroccan. For the most discerning travelers, we believe in giving the ultimate Morocco vacation.

- DAY 1. CASABLANCA ARRIVAL
- DAY 2. CASABLANCA - CHEFCHAOUEN
- DAY 3. CHEFCHAOUEN EXCURSION
- DAY 4. CHEFCHAOUEN - FES
- DAY 5. FES WALKING TOUR
- DAY 6. FES - SAHARA DESERT
- DAY 7. MERZOUGA DESERT
- DAY 8. MERZOUGA - OUARZAZATE
- DAY 9. OUARZAZATE – TAROUDANT
- DAY 10. TAROUDANT – AGADIR – ESSAOUIRA
- DAY 11: ESSAOUIRA – MARRAKECH
- DAY 12 EXPLORING MARRAKECH

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK

https://www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com  +212 666494954
Casablanca Imperial Cities Tours

Discover The best tour in the Morocco desert as we offer unique Sahara tours departing from Casablanca. Join our Morocco private Sahara Desert tours and customize our suggested tour packages to suit your travel plans.

MOROCCO TOURS - TOUBKAL TREK
www.moroccotours-toubkaltrek.com  +212666494954